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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    
Two of the often conflicting desires in IT is the need on the one hand for 
rich user interfaces that maximize a user’s productivity and on the other 
hand, the desire to decentralize computing so that a user can gain 
access to the widest base of IT assets at the lowest possible cost. These 
two forces are at odds because rich client interfaces, until recently, 
have only been possible in certain limited scenarios in which the 
business logic and computing resources were combined with the 
interface. 
 
However, a new class of presentation layer is emerging. This rich client 
interface to Web Services provides an end user experience that is 
similar to client/server applications, with a rich graphical user interface, 
responsive performance and highly interactive functionality. In this vein, 
Nexaweb provides a software platform that combines the richness of 
client/server and desktop applications with the ability to interact with 
high-performance, distributed, Web Services-based applications. With 
Nexaweb, applications look and perform like locally-installed software, 
though most or all of the code is actually distributed across the 
enterprise network or beyond. 
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Combining Rich Client Interfaces with Highly Distributed Applications Combining Rich Client Interfaces with Highly Distributed Applications Combining Rich Client Interfaces with Highly Distributed Applications Combining Rich Client Interfaces with Highly Distributed Applications     

There are many desires within IT that always seem to be at odds. One example of those 
conflicting desires is the need for rich user interfaces that maximize a user’s productivity and 
the desire to decentralize computing so that a user can gain access to the widest base of IT 
assets at the lowest possible cost. These two forces are at odds because rich client 
interfaces, until recently, have only been possible in certain limited scenarios in which the 
business logic and computing resources were combined with the interface.  

In the early days of computing, the only interfaces were text-based terminals and printed 
output. As personal computers evolved, interfaces became more visually appealing and 
intuitive. Still, however, functionality was tightly coupled to the user interface even as 
computing emerged into the client/server era. It was only the emergence of the Web that 
changed this paradigm by introducing the “thin” client as a means of providing user interface 
capabilities on top of distributed computing functionality. Yet, the Web browser interface was 
severely limited in comparison with the relatively “thicker” interfaces of the client/server 
technologies. Users were faced with the dilemma of implementing low cost distributed 
computing architectures while sacrificing the usability of their desktop and client/server-
based applications. As users quickly realized, HTML is not a good substitute for client/server 
technologies. 

The development of Web Services and Service-Oriented Architectures (SOAs) pose a greater 
challenge than simple Web applications or client/server technologies in that they leverage 
Web technologies, but as a fundamental rule provide no guidance on how to provide user 
interface capabilities on top of this distributed architecture. As a result, a new class of 
presentation layer is emerging. This rich client interface to Web Services provides an end user 
experience that is similar to client/server applications, with a rich graphical user interface, 
responsive performance and highly interactive functionality. 

Nexaweb: Powering Rich, Distributed Web ServicesNexaweb: Powering Rich, Distributed Web ServicesNexaweb: Powering Rich, Distributed Web ServicesNexaweb: Powering Rich, Distributed Web Services----Based ApplicationsBased ApplicationsBased ApplicationsBased Applications    

To solve the challenges of users who require rich interface but low total cost of ownership, 
Nexaweb provides a software platform that combines the richness of client/server and 
desktop applications with the ability to interact with high-performance, distributed, Web 
Services-based applications. With Nexaweb, applications look and perform like locally-
installed software, though most or all of the code is actually distributed across the enterprise 
network or beyond. 

The Nexaweb product suite consists of a server-side offering, a thin-client download, and a 
development suite. On the client side, the Nexaweb solution leverages Java code that can run 
natively within most browsers, or can run standalone as a Java 2 Mobile Edition (J2ME) or 
Java application on a desktop system for offline functionality. On the server-side, Nexaweb 
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may be run as a Servlet within any J2EE application server, leveraging existing technology for 
scaling, management, and security.  

The client enables users to view and interact with information in a Windows-style 
environment, including the ability to sort tables and resize columns, dynamically zoom in or 
out of graphs, drag-and-drop items, without requiring round-trip interactions with a Web 
server. The system receives updates to interface and data information in real-time, via an  
asynchronous communication channel, loosely based on a stateful implementation of HTTP. 
The Nexaweb server software completely manages this HTTP implementation. All 
communication between the Nexaweb client and servers uses XML and Web Services, 
resulting in low network overhead compared to other thin client interactions. 

What makes the Nexaweb solution unique is the fact that its interface is fully controlled by 
XML-based style sheets, allowing users full control of all user interface aspects down to 
individual pixels. User interface instructions are based on XML User Interface Language (XUL), 
and 2D graphics for charts and graphs are rendered using the Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) 
standard. Users can access Nexaweb capabilities by simply placing XUL commands within 
their HTML, JSP, or other server-side code. In addition, developers have the full capability to 
change any portion or an entire application using standard, readable style sheets. 

Nexaweb Studio is Nexaweb’s development tool. Integrated with Eclipse and other 
development environments, Nexaweb Studio is focused on allowing non-technical users to 
quickly and easily create rich user interfaces on top of Web Services applications. The VB-like 
development tool includes many of the features found in the most common IDEs, such as 
drag-and-drop, component and file management, source viewing and runtime previewing.  
Nexaweb Studio ships with Eclipse, and also includes plug-ins for other IDEs.  

Nexaweb ProductsNexaweb ProductsNexaweb ProductsNexaweb Products    
 

NexawebNexawebNexawebNexaweb    Availability: NowAvailability: NowAvailability: NowAvailability: Now    
Overview:Overview:Overview:Overview:  
Nexaweb is a software platform for building and deploying Enterprise 
Internet Applications. Nexaweb-powered applications offer the richness 
of a desktop application with the flexibility of the Internet, while 
leveraging existing investments in technology and resources. 
 
Details:Details:Details:Details:  
The Nexaweb solution is offered as a suite consisting of the following 
components: 
 
! Nexaweb Client – Browser-based runtime environment for rich 

client Nexaweb controls. Leverages Java code that can run 
natively within most browsers, or can run standalone as a Java 2 
Mobile Edition (J2ME) or Java applet on a desktop system for 
greater performance.  

 
! Nexaweb Server – Runtime environment for coordination of 

cross-application integration and scaling. Runs as a Servlet 
within any J2EE application server or Servlet engine, leveraging 
existing technology for scaling, management, and security. With 
the Client, efficient bi-directional communication provides 
transmission compression, incremental updates, real-time 
server push stateful persistent sessions and automatic 
synchronization for offline and mobile computing 
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! Nexaweb Studio – Design environment for the creation of 
Nexaweb client interfaces. Ships with Eclipse, and also includes 
plug-ins for other IDEs.  

 
Key Differentiators:Key Differentiators:Key Differentiators:Key Differentiators:    

! Zero client-side install – Doesn’t require any proprietary code, 
plug-ins, or installation on the client 

! Low impact server – Nexaweb server-side solution runs as a 
Servlet within any J2EE application server. 

! Standards-based development and controls definition - User 
interface instructions are based on the XML-standard XUL, and 
functionality controlled through XML stylesheets. 

! No proprietary development environment – Can plug into 
common IDEs such as Eclipse and other environments so that 
developers don’t have to learn new technologies. 

 
Value Value Value Value Proposition:Proposition:Proposition:Proposition:  

Key Nexaweb benefits include: 

! Faster time-to-market with applications through simplified 
development of rich client code that accesses Web Services 

! Reduced use of system resources by eliminating redundant and 
unnecessary communications between network clients and 
servers. Nexaweb eliminates all but necessary communications 
between client and server.  

! Higher end user productivity by providing applications that look, 
behave and perform the same, regardless of their access means 
and connection. Nexaweb eliminates the need for a different 
Web-based application version - reducing user training and time-
to-productivity.  

Pricing:Pricing:Pricing:Pricing:  
Please inquire with Nexaweb. 

 

The ZapThink TakeThe ZapThink TakeThe ZapThink TakeThe ZapThink Take    

As companies desire richer interaction between their Web Services-based applications and 
the users of those applications, rich client solutions such as those by Nexaweb will continue 
to gain prominence in the enterprise. Users will increasingly demand the ability to present 
very large data sets to a dispersed audience without sacrificing the economics that Web 
applications or the rich user experience that traditional client/server applications provide.  

Nexaweb’s primary value proposition is for widely distributed applications that requiring rich 
user interfaces and experiences, and involve some amount of client-side business logic and 
processing. This capability allows the company to differentiate its technology from 
development environments such as Microsoft .NET or the Java J2EE runtime environment, 
rich client-side offerings that leverage browser technology such as HTML, JavaScript, and 
DHTML, server-side rich client offerings, and proprietary client-side plug-in offerings from firms 
like Macromedia and Adobe.  
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Other key Nexaweb competitive differentiators include the fact that it requires no proprietary 
installation on the client, has a simple to install server-side component, has a patented and 
proprietary connection method for minimizing bandwidth and interaction between client and 
server, and a development environment built to be plugged into existing IDEs. As a result, 
applications built with Nexaweb are in fact standard J2EE applications, while many of their 
competitors have proprietary runtime solutions that run within browser-based environments.  

Given these competitive differentiators and the critical need for a rich client interface to Web 
Services, it is clear that Nexaweb provides a compelling product on the market that can go 
toe-to-toe with emerging rich client technologies.  

 
Profile: NexawebProfile: NexawebProfile: NexawebProfile: Nexaweb    February 2004    
Date Date Date Date Founded:Founded:Founded:Founded: February 2000 
Funding: Funding: Funding: Funding:     

Privately-held. Venture-backed: Egan-Managed Capital, Masthead 
Venture Partners, and Velocity Equity Partners. 

Employees:Employees:Employees:Employees: N/A 
CEO: CEO: CEO: CEO: Larry Geisel 
Product:Product:Product:Product:    

Nexaweb Platform 
Address:Address:Address:Address:    

Ten Canal Park 
Cambridge, MA 02141 

URL:URL:URL:URL: http://www.nexaweb.com 
Main Phone: Main Phone: Main Phone: Main Phone: (617) 577-8100    
Contact: Contact: Contact: Contact:     

Melissa Bane 
mbane@nexaweb.com 
(617) 577-8100 

Related ResearchRelated ResearchRelated ResearchRelated Research    

! Service Orientation Market Trends Foundation Report (ZTR-WS110) 

! SOA Tools and Best Practices Foundation Report (ZTR-WS107) 

! Service-Oriented Integration Foundation Report (ZTR-WS103) 

! Presentation Layer for Web Services Foundation report (forthcoming) 

! DreamFactory ZapNote (ZTZN-1138) 

! JackBe ZapNote (ZTZN-1141) 

! General Interface ZapNote (forthcoming) 

! Macromedia ZapNote (forthcoming) 
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About ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLC    
 

ZapThink is an IT market intelligence firm that provides trusted advice and critical insight into 
XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our target audience of IT vendors, 
service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 
 
ZapThink’s role is to help companies understand these IT products and services in the context 
of SOAs and the vision of Service Orientation. ZapThink provides market intelligence to IT 
vendors who offer XML and Web Services-based products to help them understand their 
competitive landscape and how to communicate their value proposition to their customers 
within the context of Service Orientation, and lay out their product roadmaps for the coming 
wave of Service Orientation. ZapThink also provides implementation intelligence to IT users 
who are seeking guidance and clarity into how to assemble the available products and 
services into a coherent roadmap to Service Orientation. Finally, ZapThink provides demand 
intelligence to IT vendors and service providers who must understand the needs of IT users as 
they follow the roadmap to Service Orientation. 
 
ZapThink’s senior analysts are widely regarded as the “go to analysts” for XML, Web Services, 
and SOAs by vendors, end-users, and the press. They are in great demand as speakers, and 
have presented at conferences and industry events around the world. They are among the 
most quoted industry analysts in the IT industry. 
 
ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms, public sector organizations around the world, and many 
emerging businesses. ZapThink Analysts have years of experience in IT as well as research 
and analysis. Its analysts have previously been with such firms as IDC and ChannelWave, and 
have sat on the working group committees for standards bodies such as RosettaNet, UDDI, 
CPExchange, ebXML, EIDX, and CompTIA. 
 
Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to 
better understand how XML and Web Services impact your business or organization. 
 
ZAPTHINK CONTACT:ZAPTHINK CONTACT:ZAPTHINK CONTACT:ZAPTHINK CONTACT: 
ZapThink, LLC 
11 Willow Street, Suite 200 
Waltham, MA 02453 
Phone: +1 (781) 207 0203 
Fax: +1 (786) 524 3186  
info@zapthink.com 
www.zapthink.com   
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